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		Now you can build your own games for your Xbox 360®, Windows® Phone 7, or Windows-based PC—as you learn the underlying concepts for computer programming. Use this hands-on guide to dive straight into your first project—adding new tools and tricks to your arsenal as you go. No experience required!

		
			Learn XNA and C# fundamentals—and increase the challenge with each chapter
	
			Write code to create and control game behavior
	
			Build your game’s display—from graphics and text to lighting and 3-D effects
	
			Capture and cue sounds
	
			Process input from keyboards and gamepads
	
			Create features for one or multiple players
	
			Tweak existing games—and invent totally new ones
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Nature's Blueprint: Supersymmetry and the Search for a Unified Theory of Matter and ForceCollins, 2008
The first accessible book on a theory of physics that explains the relationship between the particles and forces that make up our universe.  

 For decades, physicists have been fascinated with the possibility that two seemingly independent aspects of our world—matter and force—may in fact be intimately...
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Introduction to Coding TheoryCambridge University Press, 2006

	Error-correcting codes constitute one of the key ingredients in achieving the high degree of reliability required in modern data transmission and storage systems. This book introduces the reader to the theoretical foundations of error-correcting codes, with an emphasis on Reed-Solomon codes and their derivative codes. After reviewing linear...
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A Guide to Dissection of the Human BodyWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	In this second edition of A Guide to Dissection of the Human Body, certain dissecting instructions have been revised to increase clarity. Methodical and comprehensive, the guide complements various anatomy courses. The terminology has been checked and brought up to date, in accordance with the latest version of Terminologia Anatomica...
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Frommer's Paris 2011 (Frommer's Colour Complete Guides)Frommers, 2010

	Discovering the City of Light and making it your own has always been the most compelling reason to visit Paris. If you’re a fi rst-timer, everything, of course, will be new to you. If you’ve been away for awhile, expect changes: Taxi drivers may no longer correct your fractured French, but address you in English—tantamount...
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Collaborative Technologies and Applications for Interactive Information Design: Emerging Trends in User ExperiencesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Collaboration used during technological development often has a focus on user-centered design and rapid prototyping, with a strong people-orientation.
Collaboration Technologies and Application for Interactive Design: Emerging Trends in User Experiences covers a wide range of emerging topics in collaboration, Web 2.0, and...
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jQuery 1.4 Reference GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
jQuery is a powerful, yet easy-to-use, JavaScript library that helps web developers and designers add dynamic, interactive elements to their sites, smoothing out browser inconsistencies and greatly reducing development time. In jQuery 1.4 Reference Guide, you can investigate this library's features in a thorough, accessible format.

This...
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